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The fields excited by a short dipole antenna in a hot uniaxially anisotropic plasma (Br co) have been 
studied. When"'<"'"' the dipole effectively excites two propagating waves, a slow wave and a fast wave, 
inside a cone of half-cone angle sin-1 ("'/"',). Inside the cone a characteristic interference structure in the 
angular distribution of the fields is noted. Outside the cone fields fall off exponentially. The appearance of 
the cone and the characteristic interference structure in the field is useful from the viewpoint of laboratory 
diagnostics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The excitation of the anisotropic plasma by a localized 
current source has been considered by several investi
gators.1-il They have investigated the radiation from 
simple current sources in a cold magnetoplasma from 
the point of view of impedance and far fields. Progress 
in the study of sources in magnetoplasma has been 
handicapped by the inherent difficulties encountered 
in modeling the plasma medium, and the inhomogeneous 
sheath region around the source. In the cold plasma 
approximation the medium is described by the usual 
Appleton-Hartree dielectric tensor, i.e., 

where 

and 

0 

OJ 0 ' 

K11 

KJ.= 1-[w11
2/(w2-w.2)], 

Kn= [w.wp2/w(w2-w.2) ], 

(1a) 

(1b) 

Here, w, "'•• and wp are the source, the electron cyclotron, 
and the plasma frequencies, respectively. For some 
values of w, "'•• and wp this approximation does yield 
physically acceptable results, while for other values 
for which the indices of refraction have poles, it fails 
to give physically reasonable results. It occurs when 
KJ. and K11 are of the opposite signs. In such cases, 
Kuehl8 has shown that the fields of an infinitesimal 
dipole are singular on a conical surface and the nature 
of the singularity is such that the Poynting vector is 
also singular on the conical surface, yielding infinite 
power radiation from the source. The opening 80 of the 
conical surface depends upon w, w., and w11• 

When the refractive index has a pole, the plasma 
medium is resonant7 along some directions, where the 
wave vector (k) is infinite and the phase velocity Vp 
vanishes. The cold plasma approximation is valid only 
when the phase velocity is much greater than the elec
tron thermal velocity V0= (kT.jm.) 112, where T. and 

m. are the electron temperature and mass, respectively, 
and K is the Boltzmann constant. In the event of 
vanishing phase velocity, electron thermal motions are 
important. 

In this paper it is shown that the addition of electron 
temperature to the theory removes the singularity from 
the fields. Here, both the near and the far fields are 
considered. The impedance calculation has been re
ported elsewhere.8 

For a general anisotropic plasma, the problem is very 
difficult. Therefore, we have considered a uniaxial 
plasma (Broo). In the limit of large B0, the perpen
dicular thermal motion of the electrons is not important. 
The sheath is still ignored. For a cold uniaxially aniso
tropic plasma KJ.= 1, and K11= 1-wp2/w2 ; therefore, 
KJ.jK 11 <0 only when w<w11• Then, the half-cone angle 
80= sin-1(w;w11). In this paper the case w<w11 has been 
considered. 

It is important to mention that this work was moti
vated by the experiments of Fisher and Gouldll-11 in 
which they discovered a characteristic interference 
structure in the angular distribution of the fields 
excited by a probe in a magnetoplasma. This theory 
verifies the experimental results. 

75 

II. BASIC EQUATIONS 

We consider an infinite and homogeneous plasma 
biased with an infinite magnetic field Bo in the z direc
tion of the rectangular coordinate system. The fila
mentary dipole of length (2l) is assumed to be oriented 
along B0 (see Fig. 1). The current density on the an
tenna is given by 

],(p, z) = [5(p) /27rp]l.(z) e., (2) 

where e. is a unit vector along the z direction and J.(z) 
gives the current distribution. 

In order to treat the problem, Maxwell equations are 
solved with steady-state dependence exp( -iwt) and 
the plasma permittivity tensor 

K=Eo[~ : : ]• 
0 0 K11 

(3) 
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z 

! 

where 

a=[KII(ko2-k.2)]t'2, ko=w(JJ¢o) 112, (7) 

and J,(k.) is the Fourier transform of J,(z). The other 
field components are found in terms of R.(p, k.): 

<P.. ( ) ik. a ?.. 
l!Jp p, k. = (ko2-k,2) op l!iz(p, k.)' (8) 

R"'(p, k.) = (k/:...~.2) :P E,(p, k.). (9) 

Now, Eq. (6) can easily be solved to give 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

/zj 
1-

l E,(p, k,) = -HwJJo) (1-kNko2)J,(k,)HoC2>(pa). (10) 

Since in Eq. (10) the Hankelfunction of the second kind 
Y is allowed, the sign of a in Eq. (7) must be chosen so 

that Im(a) <0. 

' I 
' I 
' I '-.J 

p 

FrG. 1. Geometry of the problem. The triangular current distribu
tion on the dipole is shown. 

where K 11 is given by 

and where Z' is the derivative of the plasma distribution 
function Z,12 vis the collision frequency, k, is the wave
number in the z direction, and Vo is the electron thermal 
velocity defined by V0= (2KT./m.)112, K is the Boltz
mann constant, and T, and m, are the electron tem
perature and mass, respectively. 

Since the Bo is infinite, the plasma current flows only 
in the z direction. The dipole current is also in the z 
direction. Therefore, the dipole excites only three field 
components: E,, Ep, and H"'. The Fourier transform of 
the field E,(p, z) given by 

E,(p, ~.) = [ E.(p, z) exp( -ik,z) dz, (5) 

can easily be shown to satisfy the following differential 
equation: 

The field as a function of space coordinates is found 
by the Fourier inversion of Eq. (10), i.e., 

E,(p,z)=- :
0 ~~ dk.(t- !::)J.(k,)H0<

2>(pa) 

X exp(ik,z). (11) 

The evaluation of the integral in Eq. (11) is the subject 
of the next two sections. 

III. FAR FIELDS 

In order to find the far fields, the integral in Eq. (11) 
is evaluated by the saddle-point method. It is con
venient to introduce the spherical coordinate system 
through p=rsin8 and z=rcos8, r>O, 0<8<1r;2. For 
larger, (pa) can be made large provided 8 and a are not 
zero. Then, the Hankel function H 0<2> (pa) can be re
placed by its asymptotic representation, i.e., 

Ho<2> (ar sin8)~(2/7rra sin9) 112 

X exp[ -i(ar sin8-7r/4) ]; (12) 

a has zero only at k,= ±ko. But, the integrand in Eq. 
(11) vanishes at k,= ±k0• Therefore, the contribution 
to the integral in Eq. (11) from the vicinity of k,= ±ko 
is negligible and E. can be approximated by 

E,(r, 8)~- :
0 (21rr sin8)-ll2 exp(itn-) 

X ~~ F(k,) exp[irQ(k,, 8)] dk,, (13) 

where 

(14) 

( 
k.2) o(p) A 

= -iwJJo 1- ko2 2
1rp J.(k,), (6) and 

Q(k,, 8) =-a sin8+k, cos8. 
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The asymptotic expression for the integral in Eq. (13) 
can be obtained by the saddle-point method.13 The 
main contribution to the integral comes from the small 
regions near the saddle points k,, given by 

or 

dQ,(k., 9) = 0 
dk, 

0<9<7r/2, (15) Q) 

where Q, and a, are the real parts of Q and a, respec
tively. Equation (15) can be solved numerically. A plot 
of saddle points k., against 9 for wp/w=...tl and Vole= 
0.01 is given in Fig. 2.1t can be shown that for k.Vo!w> 
0.3, lma becomes quite large and thus the saddle points 
k.1>0.3w/V0 will not make significant contribution to 
the far field. Also, lma is found to be quite large for 
0< (k,Vo/w) <0.01. Then, the saddle points lying only 
in the range O.ol< (k.,Vo/w) <0.3 make a significant 
contribution to the far fields. These saddle points lying 
in the range 0.01< (k,1Vo/w) <0.3 give rise to two 
propagating waves, a slow wave and a fast wave, along 
a direction 9. These waves propagate only within a cone 
of half-cone angle 90• The angle 90 is slightly less than 
sin-1(w/wp). The fast and the slow waves correspond 
to the saddle points kz1 and kr2, respectively. It should 
be noted that the slow wave does not propagate near the 
z axis; it is heavily damped. The asymptotic expression 
for the two waves for 9<90 can easily be obtained by the 
saddle-point method: 

WJ.Io F(k,1) 
E,(r, 9)~- 4n-r [sin91 Q.''(ka1, 9) 1]112 

WJ.Io F(kr2) 

- 4n-r [sin91 Qr'' (kri, 9) IJ112 

X exp[irQ,(kr2,6)+ Ima(ko?.)rsin9], 9<90, (16) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 
k,. From the foregoing expression for E,(r, 9) we see 
that the fields fall as 1/r. The net field inside the cone 
will be the interference of the two waves. The structure 
of the interference pattern will depend upon the relative 
amplitude of the two waves. 

As one approaches the conical surface 9= 90, the two 
saddle points coalesce and then Q/' = 0. The saddle 
points become of second order. Then, the expression for 
E,(r, 9) given by Eq. (16) must be improved. In order 
to obtain a valid asymptotic representation of the field 
near the cone, the term (k,-k,,) 3 in the Taylor expan
sion of Q,(k., 9) near k,= k,, must be included. We 

20 

0 ·1 ·2 ·3 

Kz Vole. 

·4 .s 

FIG. 2. The saddle-point plot for c/Vo= 100 and CJJp/CJJ=21' 2• 

therefore expand Q, ( k., 9) about k.= k.o, and 9= 90 in a 
double Taylor series and keep terms up to the third 
order in (k,-k,;) and first order in (9-9o). Thus, we 
have 

Q,(k., 9)"-' A+ BB- (sin9o)-1rB- (3 !)-1a/" (k.o) sin9or, 

(17) 

where A=Q,(k.o, 9o), B= (d/d9)Q,(k.o, 9) l~~-t~0 , and 
B= (9-9o) and r= (k.-k.o). Then, combining Eqs. (13) 
and ( 17) we obtain 

E,(r, 9)~-[wp.oF(k.o)/(r sin90) 5i6] 

X [ (2) l/2a/" (k.o) J-I/3[Ai (X)/ (7r) 1/2] 

X exp[ir(A+BB)+i7r/4+r sin9o lma(k.o)] ~o, 

(18) 

where Ai(X) is the Airy function and X is given by 

X=B[2r/a.'"(k.o) sin46o]113• (19) 

The Airy function Ai (X) is oscillatory for X< 0 and 
exponentially decaying for X>O. Thus, the field is 
oscillatory with decreasing amplitude inside the cone 
(9<9o) and exponentially decreasing outside the cone 
(9>9o). 

From Eq. (19) the structure of the pattern near the 
cone surface can be predicted. The spacing !::.9 between 
two adjacent maxima or minima of the field pattern 
near the cone will be given by 

!::.9= [a,"' (k.o) sin460/2r2]113f::.X, (20) 

where !::.X is the spacing between two adjacent maxima 
or minima of I Ai (X) 1. It is clear that !::.9= .,--'J/8. 
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10' 14' 16' 22' 26' 30' 34' 38' 

FIG. 3. Effects of collisional damping on the interference structure 
(wp/w= 2, c/Vo=307, kor= 1, kol=O.Ol). 

Since k.o«w/V0, in the vicinity of k.=k.o, K,, can be 
approximated by 

K11= 1- (wHw2)[1+ (3k.2VN2w2) ]. (21) 

Then we obtain 

'"( ) 18(wp/w)
3 

(Vo)
2 

ar k.o ~ [1- (w2jwp2) ]1/2 Wp • (22) 

Combining Eqs. (20) and (22), we obtain for M in 
degrees, 

.:lif'"'3.5AX(wjwp) 113[1- (w2jwp2) ]-1i6(200Vo/wpr) 213• 

(23) 

From Eq. (23) spacing between two adjacent maxima 
can be obtained. For example, for the first two maxima 
.:lX = 2.2. Since (w/wp) 113[1- (w2/wp2) ]-1' 6= tan00, Eq. 
(23) can be directly compared to Eq. (11) of Fisher 
and Gould.11 

IV. NEAR FIELDS 

The study of the near field of a probe or an antenna 
in a magnetoplasma is useful from the viewpoint of 
laboratory diagnostics. Measurements of the near field 
pattern can render information about the electron 
density and temperature. By numerical evaluation of 
the integral in Eq. (11) the effects of collisional and 
Landau damping, dipole length, electron thermal veloc-

ity, and distance from the source on the angular dis
tribution of the near field pattern have been studied in 
this section. This study sheds some light on how to 
measure some of the plasma parameters in the labora
tory. The results presented here are for a triangular 
current distribution on the dipole (see Fig. 1). 

In the preceding section, it was found that the far 
field consists of two propagating waves, a slow wave and 
a fast wave, and these waves propagate only within a 
cone whose cone angle is slightly less than sin-1(w/wp). 
The numerical calculation of the near field demonstrates 
that two waves interfere within this cone and outside 
of this cone the field falls off rapidly. 

A. Collision Damping 

Figure 3 shows a field pattern of E •. This figure has 
several interesting features. At a small collision fre
quency this pattern shows no interference. Only when 
the collision frequency is sufficiently large is the inter
ference of the two waves in the angular distribution of 
the field pattern noted. In order that the two waves 
interfere and give several maxima and minima in the 
field patterns, the amplitudes of the two interfering 
waves should be comparable. Moreover, the slow wave 
is more susceptible to collision damping than the fast 
wave. In this case, for the value of parameters shown in 
Fig. 3, the dipole excites the slow wave much more than 
the fast wave. Collisional and Landau damping reduce 
the amplitude of the slow wave and thus make the 
amplitude of the two waves comparable at a certain 
distance from the source. 

N 

"' 

6 

4 

~=IJ: 3 ... 3 

20' 25' 30" SO' 5 5' 60' 

FIG. 4. Diagram showing well-defined maxima-minima in 
the angular distribution of the field (kol=O.Ol, P/w=0.05, kor= 1, 
c/Vo=307). 
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Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that by in
creasing the collision frequency the cone angle, where 
maximum in the field pattern occurs, moves closer to 
sin-1(w/wp). The appearance of the slow wave is a hot 
plasma effect. In the limit when the collision frequency 
tends to be large, temperature effects become less 
important and the results of the cold plasma theory with 
collisions can be recovered from this treatment. 

The field patterns in Fig. 4 clearly demonstrate the 
interference phenomenon. These field patterns are for 
different values of w/wp and v/w=O.OS. Increasing w/wp 
increases the cone angle, hence for a given value of r, the 
cone occurs at a larger radial distance p. Since (ap) is 
the argument of the Hankel function in the integral 
expression of Eq. ( 11) , the slow waves are more damped. 
This gives interference patterns with well-defined 
maxima and minima. But, it is expected that when 
wjwp is large enough for the slow waves to be completely 
damped out, the interference structure will disappear. 
The interference pattern with well-defined maxima and 
minima (at a certain distance r from the source) 
appears only for a certain range of values of w/wp. The 
extent of the range depends on the distance r. 

The experimental study of the field patterns by 
Fisher14 compares qualitatively with these theoretical 
interference patterns. In this experiment the collision 
frequency is much smaller than the one used for obtain-

10
3'r::------------------, 

a.. 

..':!!... 10 
F I;£ ... 3 

30' 35' 40' 45' 

FIG. 5. Effect of dipole length on the interference structure 
(c/Vo=307, &Jp/&J=21", kor=l). 

Fxo. 6. Diagram 
showing increasing cone 
height and decreasing 
interference spacing 110 
with decreasmg ther
malspeed Vo(&Jp/&J=211Z, 
kor= 1, kol= 1). 

ing the field patterns in Fig. 4. It is expected that the 
sheath around the probe in this experiment damps the 
slow wave which propagates inside the cone. Thus, it is 
possible for interference patterns with several maxima 
and minima to appear with a smaller collision frequency. 

B. Dipole Length 

The length of a dipole in a magnetoplasma can play 
an important role in determining the field pattern. 
Angular distributions of the field for several dipole 
lengths are given in Fig. 5. For a very short dipole the 
field pattern shows no interference of the two waves. By 
increasing the length of the dipole, field patterns with 
several maxima and minima appear. This has the 
following simple explanation. 

When the dipole is very short, it is a more effective 
radiator of the short wavelength waves, which are the 
slow waves, than of the fast ones. As the dipole becomes 
longer it radiates more fast waves and beyond a certain 
length it radiates less and less slow waves. Hence, when 
the dipole becomes long enough for the amplitudes of 
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JQ• 34° Je• 42° 46° so· 
FIG. 7. Diagram showing decreasing cone height and decreasing 

spacing tJ.(J with increasing distance from the antenna (kol= 1, 
r.Jp/r.J= 2112, c/Vo=307). 

the two waves to be comparable, they interfere to give 
several maxima and minima in the field pattern. When 
the dipole becomes too long, the fast wave becomes 
much larger than the slow wave, and then the inter
ference structure disappears again. 

C. Electron Thermal Velocity 

The effect of the electron thermal velocity on the 
interference of the two waves and angular distribution 
of the field pattern is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen 
from this figure that the height of the cone increases 
almost linearly with c/Vo. 

Also the cone angle approaches sin-1(wfwp) as Vo 
gets smaller. In the limit V0 tends to zero; the fields 
become infinite on the conical surface of cone angle 
sin-1(w/wp). This is the result of the linear cold plasma 
theory. Hot plasma effects make the fields finite at this 
angle. The spacing t:.fJ between the two adjacent maxima 
and minima and the shift in the cone angle from 
sin-1(w/wp) goes as (c/V0)-21a. The warmer the plasma, 
the greater the spacing t:.fJ and the shift in the cone 
angle. These results can be compared with the asymp-

totic representation of the fields near the cone in the 
preceding section. 

D. Distance r from the Origin 

Figure 7 gives field patterns for several values of the 
normalized distance (kor). The height of the cone falls 
approximately as r-2/a. The spacing !18 between the two 
adjacent maxima or minima and the shift in the cone 
angle from sin-1(w/wp) behaves as (k0r)-2la. This has 
been verified experimentally by Fisher and Gould.11 

This behavior was also found from the asymptotic 
representation of the field near the cone in Sec. III. 
Combining the effects of thermal velocity and the dis
tance, we obtain an expression for !18 as given by 
Eq. (23). 

E. Diagnostic Techniques 

It was stated at the beginning of this section that the 
study of the near fields may be useful for diagnosing 
plasma in a magnetic field. Here, some experiments are 
mentioned for measuring the electron density and 
temperature. A measurement of the cone angle in the 
angular distribution of the field pattern of a probe in a 
magnetoplasma can give an estimate of the plasma 
density. The half-cone angle for a cold plasma is given 
by sin-1(w/wp). The electron temperature shifts this 
angle to a smaller value. A measurement of the spacing 
between the first two maxima can give an estimate of 
the electron temperature in terms of V0• These experi
ments have been carried out by Fisher and Gould. 

One must remember that the above considerations are 
valid only when the magnetostatic field B0 is very large 
and the plasma density is low so that the cyclotron 
frequency wc>>wp. The source frequency w should be 
chosen so that w<wp for which the resonance cone in 
the field pattern appears. The appearance of the reso
nance cone in the field pattern is advantageous from the 
viewpoint of diagnostics in a small volume of laboratory 
plasma. In such a situation reflections from the walls 
L ::> not appear to come back to the probe. 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this paper the fields excited by a short electric 
dipole antenna in a hot uniaxial plasma have been 
studied. The addition of the electron temperature to the 
theory modifies the cold plasma results substantially. 
The hot plasma effects give a finite field on the conical 
surface of half-cone angle sin-1(w/wp), where the fields 
are singular for a cold plasma. When w<wp, the dipole 
effectively excites two propagating waves, a slow wave 
and a fast wave, inside the cone. Outside the cone, the 
fields are exponentially damped. The net field at any 
point inside the cone would be the result of the inter
ference of the two waves. A characteristic interference 
structure in the angular distribution of the field is 
found. The interference spacing between the two 
adjacent maxima and minima near the cone surface 
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varies as (V0jwr) 213, This is in agreement with the 
experimental results of Fisher and Gould.1H 1 

As suggested by Fisher and Gould,11 the appearance 
of the cones and the interference structure in the angular 
distribution of the field can be used as a diagnostic tool 
for laboratory magnetoplasma. Because of the cones in 
the field pattern, the reflections from the walls of the 
plasma container do not appear to come to the source. 

The results presented in this paper are for a dipole 
oriented along the magnetic field Bo. But, it is expected 
that the characteristic interference spacing near the 
resonance cone is not significantly affected by the dipole 
orientation. For an orientation other than parallel, a 
new mode with k=wjc will be excited.3 However, the 
amplitude of a wave in this mode near the cone surface 
will be small compared with the fast and the slow waves. 
Thus, only these later waves will interfere effectively 
with each other. Since the relative phase of these waves 
will be independent of the orientation of the dipole, the 
interference spacing fl9 will be approximately the same 
near the cone surface. 

The length of the antenna plays an important role in 
exciting the waves. The characteristic interference 
structure will appear only over a range of the antenna 
length, that is, when the antenna is neither too short nor 
too long. 

The theory given here ignores the sheath and assumes 
that Bo= oo. There is, therefore, only a qualitative 
agreement between the theory and the experiment.11 

For a complete quantitative comparison between the 
theory and the experiment, one must deal with a finite 
magnetic field and include the sheath. 

The sheath effectively introduces an attenuation 
factor and the slow waves are attenuated more than the 
fast waves. This has been demonstrated in a recent 
paper by Singh.16 

The analysis with a finite magnetic field is difficult 
but some understanding of the effects of the finite 
magnetic field can be obtained by ignoring the perpen
dicular thermal motions of the electrons. Then, K .1. as 
given in Eq. (1) is not modified by the thermal velocity 
V0• The resonance half-cone angle will be given by 

sin80= (wjwp)[1+(wpLw2)/w.2], (24) 

and Eq. (20) will be modified to 

fl9=fl.X[ar"'(k.0 ) sin'80/KJ.1' 22r2]113, (25) 

Still a/" (k.o) will be given by Eq. (22). After some 
algebraic manipulations, we find that for wc>>wP 

tl9J!fl8,= 1+l(1.Swi-2w2)/w.2, (26) 

where the subscripts f and i on flO are for the finite and 
infinite magnetic fields, respectively. We see that for 
small cone angles fl01>fl8, and on the other hand, for 
large cone angles (w/wp>-..!J/2) fl9t<fl9i. This could 
explain the observation of Fisher and Gould that the 
measured variation of flO with cone angle was, in general, 
somewhat flatter than tan1' 390• 
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